
Area Wall Anchor
The Area Wall Anchor makes attaching area walls extremely

simple. The anchor attaches to the buck with a flip of the lever. After
the forms are stripped, the anchor
remains in the wall and the lever
easily snaps off. To install the area
wall simply back out the bolts from

the anchor, place the area wall into position, and tighten the bolts.
Works with new and existing Precise Forms Bucks.

Precise Plastic Plug
Window installation has never been quicker or easier! The

Precise Plastic Plugs are placed into holes in the pouring buck
before placing the buck into the wall. After the pour, the body of the
plug remains in the concrete for easy
instal lat ion of ei ther the Precise
aluminum or double glazed vinyl
basement window. 

To install the window, simply place a bead of caulk around the
wall offset, slide the window into the opening, and screw the
window into place with the screws that are provided. Tapcons can
be used in place of the screws and plugs if so desired.

Precise Area Walls
These high quality area walls are made from heavy duty 18

gauge galvanized steel. They feature a 3/4” profile with expertly
designed double-ribbed corners for added strength, reducing the need
for extra bracing. Available in multiple sizes including egress.

The safety grate is strong enough to stand on, yet light enough
to push off for emergency escape.
The safety grate shields
windows from debris and
protects individuals from the
accidental misstep.

The Precise Escape Ladder
meets the rigors required of an
escape ladder plus the beauty of
a quality crafted product. It is
easily installed on most area walls. Simply drop the ladder into
position and attach it to the area wall with tapcons.

Egress Code
The Precise majestic 48"x48" double glazed slider window

conforms to most Egress criteria. With the sash opened, but not
removed, there is a 20"x42-13/16" opening providing 5.95 square
feet with a clear opening of 20" wide.

The Precise Interior Trim Kit saves you time and
money by allowing you to quickly finish off the
interior of the window. The trim simply snaps
into place and is adjustable for dif ferent
thickness walls. Save the time and hassle of
having to finish out the window with wood trim.

Interior Trim Kits

Area Wall and Window Installation has never been quicker or easier!
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The Complete Basement Window System!

The versatility of the Precise Pouring Buck and the wide
range of window styles offered, makes this the window
system of choice for basement contractors!

The Precise Basement Window System is the easiest and most

versatile window system on the market today. It can be used with

smooth aluminum, decorative brick, plywood forms and can easily

be adapted for use with masonry block walls.

There are no poured in place frames of any kind to be damaged

during the flatwork pour. Never again put the frame in the wall

backwards or upside down.

The pouring buck creates an offset in the wall opening, which

in combination with the window flange, helps to create a positive

seal against air and water infiltration. The built in flange creates a

perfect finished  look every time.

Several window styles are available to choose from. The after

pour installation allows the builder to determine the window style

right up to time of closing. The versatility of the Precise pouring

bucks and the wide range of window styles offered, makes this the

window system of choice.

• Easiest after pour installation available.
• No poured in place frame of any kind.
• Multiple window styles to choose from.
• Determine the window style right up to 

time of closing.

Single Glazed Vinyl Window

Double Glazed Vinyl Window

Vinyl Hopper Window

Helping You Build A Solid Future
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